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The Intel 80286 (also marketed as the iAPX 286 and often called Intel 286) is a 16-bit microprocessor that
was introduced on February 1, 1982. It was the first 8086 based CPU with separate, non-multiplexed address
and data buses and also the first with memory management and wide protection abilities.
Intel 80286 - Wikipedia
Here's an index of Tom's articles in Microprocessor Report. All articles are online in HTML and PDF formats
for paid subscribers. (A few articles have free links.)
Microprocessor Report Archive - halfhill.com
x86 memory segmentation refers to the implementation of memory segmentation in the Intel x86 computer
instruction set architecture. Segmentation was introduced on the Intel 8086 in 1978 as a way to allow
programs to address more than 64 KB (65,536 bytes) of memory.
x86 memory segmentation - Wikipedia
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